
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

Rob started performing stand-up in 2009 and quickly enjoyed success in all of the
new comedian compe ons winning 4 compe ons in his first year. Consistently
impressive performances in these compe ons, culminated in Rob finishing as a
runner up in So You Think You're Funny  and winning the Amused Moose Laugh Off
which earned him an invite to perform at Comedy fes vals in Australia. At this
fes val in Adelaide Rob was nominated for the best newcomer award. He made
his debut at the Edinburgh Fringe Fes val in 2012 with his solo show Rob
Becke 's Summer Holiday. It hasn't taken long for Rob Becke  to make a name for
himself in the corporate market and he is now a preferred host for awards and he
does a great stand up rou ne.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

With a wealth of experience in the corporate entertainment sector, Rob takes a
look at the absurdi es of the world, the quirks of his family life, the strangeness
of the middle classes, and why silly pranks are brilliant. His performing energy and
likeable persona make him an ideal addi on to any corporate event. Rob brings
the vivacity audiences are used to seeing on screen!

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Rob Becke  is incredibly funny and a brilliant entertainer. His inimitable style
makes him highly sought-a er and in great demand at diverse events across the
country.

Rob Becke  is a widely popular and easily recognisable Bri sh comedian. He is the unmistakable voice of Celebs Go Da ng, team
captain on Channel 4's 8 Out Of 10 Cats and the host of All Together Now.

Rob Beckett
Mul  Award Winning Stand-Up Comedian

"A likeable, high tempo comic" The Guardian
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